PAYOUT:

1st Place:  66 Tyler Kuhn  $120.00
2nd Place: 67 Elliott Wilson  $110.00
3rd Place: 68 Pat Gavin  $105.00
{TIE}:  68 Adam Johnson  $105.00
5th Place: 69 Jake Hanson  $100.00
6th Place: 70 Josh Salmon  $95.00
{TIE}:  70 Anthony Del Dotto  $95.00
8th Place: 71 Ryan Cancino  $90.00
{TIE}:  71 Corey Baubault  $90.00

BONUS PAYOUT (Shoot 76 or lower for $75)

Blake Robertson  72  $75.00
Brian Wood  73  $75.00
Carson Torchia  73  $75.00
Casey Moen  73  $75.00
Austin Wallace  73  $75.00
Erick Henderson 74  $75.00
Tyler Muhs  75  $75.00
Erich Bubbel  75  $75.00
Nate LeBlanc  75  $75.00
JJ Kennaugh  76  $75.00
Charles Fazio  76  $75.00
Mason Tomlinson 76  $75.00

Skins Pool: Red = Includes MKTG 180 Bonus

Ryan Cancino  Birdie Hole #2  $57.00
Anthony Del Dotto Birdie Hole #4  $77.00
Erick Henderson Birdie Hole #7  $57.00
Josh Salmon  Birdie Hole #10  $57.00
Ryan Cancino  Birdie Hole #12  $57.00
Ryan Cancino  Birdie Hole #16  $57.00
Jake Hanson  Eagle Hole #17  $77.00

Par 3 Challenge: Red = Includes MKTG 180 Bonus

1st Place:  -1 Pat Gavin  $133.00
{TIE}:  -1 Casey Moen  $133.00
{TIE}:  -1 Anthony Del Dotto  $153.00

EV Guarantee  EV Ryan Cancino  $40.00
EV Aaron Henderson  $60.00
EV Blake Robertson  $40.00
EV Elliott Wilson  $40.00